
 
Hello Parents and Kids!  

Everyone at Neurokinex is missing seeing your faces over this period of time, 
especially at Easter time where our sessions would be full of fun Easter tasks 
Neurokinex and Back Up have put together a virtual Easter Egg Hunt for all 
children to get involved with, whether you attend at Neurokinex or not!  

We have uploaded a file onto our website, in the News page, which you can 
download and print out. The file contains 4 different eggs and the special golden 
egg, which can be cut out, and colour in by the kids before the egg hunt starts. 
The file also contains a list of clues which give the parents an idea of where to 
hide the eggs and what clues to give the kids when going around the house 
looking for them (make sure the kids aren’t’ t watching when your hiding the 
eggs, we know what they can be like). The final clue will help the kids find the 
golden egg.  

Once the children have found it and it has been coloured in we would love you to 
post a photo of them with their golden egg so we can send them a certificate for 
completing the virtual Easter egg hunt. These can be uploaded onto our 
Instagram, Facebook or Twitter and don’ t forget to tag us and use the hashtags 
�#NKKids #NKEasterEggHunt �#TogetherInIsolation �#NKCommunity �#backup  

After the Easter weekend when all the photos have been sent in and posted, we 

will then be choosing winner for the best coloured Easter egg on Tuesday 14th 

April. The winner will receive a £25 amazon gift voucher to be spent on anything 
you like! 

We hope you have lots of fun getting involved in our Easter Egg Hunt and we 
can’t wait to see the photos of all of the kids with their golden Easter eggs!�  

All the best,  Neurokinex and Back Up  

   
       
	



	



	 	 	

Egg to find Clue 

 

Finding the first 
clue will be a 

treat� Look for it 
where you get 
something to 

eat� 

 

Now that you’ re 
fed, go and look 

for the clue 
where you lay 

your head� 

 

Look for the 
clues, but don’ t 

get stressed� 
You’ ll find 

another where 
you get dressed. 

 

Looking for the 
missing link� 

Take a peek in 
your sink� 

 

Looking the final 
prize� Go where 
you can look into 
your own eyes� 

 



	


